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Security Treaty. "But despite a certain degree of 'pivot' optimism," he con-

He ended by saying, "Japan and the U.S. should think and act to-

sixth-month newspaper survey in Japan. As such, political leaders should

"It is true that the situation of Germany, as the bedrock in East Asia, and that

And it is exactly the US that Japan should be careful about

T okyo International University

In his talk, "Nakamichi Hassfurt and the Question of the Future of Japan,"

Above Tokyo International University, located in Kamagaya City, Japan, was the National Security Symposium on Oct. 25. Right: Guest speakers Joseph Nye (left), a professor at Harvard University, and Yukio Okamoto (center), diplomatic analyst and senior fellow at MIT's Center for International Studies, take part in a panel discussion moderated by Jon Will, manager of Harvard's Asia Center.
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